DELEGATION OF INSPECTION AUTHORITY

Seller is delegated inspection authority for goods procured by Buyer under this contract only.

Seller shall have a documented process defining requirements for performing delegated inspection of goods procured by Buyer. Seller’s delegation inspection process and goods procured by Buyer are subject to Buyer assessment.

Prior to shipment; in addition to requirements defined within Buyer’s delegated inspection authority, Seller shall accomplish the following:

- Seller’s packing sheet and/or data packages shall identify applicable dataset/drawing/parts lists/ sheet numbers including revision and change levels, as well as serial numbers (when applicable) of items being shipped.
- Seller shall insert it’s company name and apply the following statement on the packing sheet: “(Seller’s company name) is authorized to perform Delegated Inspection for Boeing”
- Seller’s authorized Inspector performing the delegated inspection shall apply their acceptance stamp and date to the packing sheet.